DeZavala-Shavano Veterinary Clinic
Health and Safety Training Employee Quiz
Staff Member Name: _______________________________________

Date: ___________

1. Container Labeling
During your work shift you notice a container of alcohol buffered 70% does not have a label on it. It
is obvious this is not the original container the product came in. How would you properly label this
secondary container? If needed, refer to the SDS for the product.
(Fill in label information in the box below)

2. Safety Data Sheets
You were drawing up some Diazepam injectable when a pet jumped up on you and caused you to
drop the vial on the floor. The vial shattered and now you have Diazepam liquid on the floor.
Which item is NOT a proper clean-up method for cleaning the Diazepam off the floor? (Refer to
SDS for product if needed.)
A. Wear latex gloves and splash goggles
B. Dilute with water and mop up
C. Absorb with inert dry material and discard in appropriate waste container
D. Place the collected spilled material in the toilet
3. Personal Protective Equipment
While administering Mitaban dip to a pet, the pet flicked its fur and splashed the dip into one of
your eyes. What do you do?
A. Rub my eyes until the burning goes away
B. Yell for somebody to call an ambulance
C. Flush out the eye using the eyewash station
D. Put saline drops in my eye
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4. Safe Lifting
Mr. Jones drops off his 55lb lab mix at the Clinic for an annual exam. He has approved for the pet
to have its heartworm and fecal screen done in addition to vaccinations. The best way to get the
blood and fecal matter you will need to run the tests is to put the pet up on the exam table. What do
you do? (Circle all that apply.)
A. Lift the pet up onto the table by yourself
B. Seek help from another staff member to lift the pet
C. Bend over at the waist and pull the pet up by the mid-section
D. Squat down, grab the pet close to you, and use your legs to lift the pet
5. Preventing Slips, Trips, and Falls
Mrs. Brown brings her pet in one morning for an appointment. The pet decides it likes the Clinic so
much that it marked its territory with urine on the floor. What do you do? (Circle all that apply.)
A. Leave the mess there to be cleaned up at the end of the work day when the floors are mopped
B. Spray disinfectant on the mess and use paper towels to wipe it up
C. Mop the soiled area to clean up any remaining residue.
D. Place the Wet Floor sign by the freshly cleaned area
6. Caution Around Pets
Mrs. Smith brings Damien in to board for the weekend and asks that he get a steroid shot as he is
itching again. You notice on the pet's record that Damien does not like men and may bite. What do
you do? (Circle all that apply.)
A. Muzzle the pet
B. Have a male co-worker help the pet anyway as it'll be therapeutic for the pet
C. Write the warnings from the record on the pet's cage card
D. Run up to the pet and give it a big hug without warning
7. Job Hazard Assessment
What is the purpose of having a Job Hazard Assessment?
A. To provide staff members with possible exposures they may encounter
B. To inform staff members of the any protective equipment they may need to use for a task
C. To give me something to read to help me with my insomnia
D. Both A & B

8. Emergency Action Plan
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Which is NOT an element of the Emergency Action Plan?
A. Run out of the Clinic and down the street yelling “fire” while pushing everyone out of your way
B. Retrieve the latest IntraVet backup disk
C. Shut off and secure oxygen tanks
D. Extinguish the fire that just started and is small as you are trained on using the fire extinguisher
9. Fire Prevention Plan
What is the best way to prevent a fire in the Clinic? (Circle all that apply.)
A. Keep oxygen tanks turned off and stored properly when not in use
B. Turn off the coffee pot before leaving for the day
C. Keep boxes piled up in the hallway
D. Throw away trash at the end of each work day
10. Other Health and Safety Information
True or False
Keeping food and water bottles in the refrigerator with the vaccines and test kits is safe.
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